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Interaction in Data Stories
Data stories, as a communication medium, are increasingly integrating 
interaction to support exploring their essential elements: data, narrative, and 
visuals.
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Find out if your job will be automated (Bloomberg, 2017) You draw it: how family income predicts children’s college chances 
(The New York Times, 2015)
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Breaking the Fourth Wall through Interaction
By directly requiring input from readers, data stories combines interaction with 
the narrative device, breaking the fourth wall (BTFW).
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Idea如何成型？通过阅读和思考，找到Idea的独特之处

Breaking the 
fourth wall

Segel, E., & Heer, J. (2010). Narrative visualization: Telling
stories with data. IEEE transactions on visualization and
computer graphics
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Understand BTFW Interaction

18

Expert interview
To understand the benefits and challenges

of BTFW interaction

Data collection

Data coding

Design patterns

User study
To link user attitudes to those of the storytellers

in the expert interviews
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Data Collection
We collected a corpus of 58 data stories that leverage BTFW interaction, from 
a range of online sources.

19
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Data Coding
After data collection, we coded the corpus from two aspects: (i) what is the 
input of BTFW interaction and (ii) what is the output of BTFW interaction that 
responds to the input.
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Each sample in our corpus is visualized
as a dot with a unique ID and is placed
in the grid according to its input and
output. A sample is colored in yellow if
it uses multiple BTFW interaction
techniques and can be classified into
more than one category.
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Data Coding
After data collection, we coded the corpus from two aspects: (i) what is the 
input of BTFW interaction and (ii) what is the output of BTFW interaction that 
responds to the input.

21 [1] Ackoff, Russell L. "From data to wisdom." Journal of applied systems analysis 16.1 (1989): 3-9.

The data–information–knowledge–wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy [1]
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Data Coding
After data collection, we coded the corpus from two aspects: (i) what is the 
input of BTFW interaction and (ii) what is the output of BTFW interaction that 
responds to the input.

22

[1] Amini, Fereshteh, et al. "Understanding data videos: Looking at narrative 
visualization through the cinematography lens." SIGCHI 2015

The narrative structure [1]
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Design Patterns
A design pattern of BTFW interaction 
describes a cluster of data stories that 
share similar characteristics. 

23

The design patterns of BTFW interaction, marked as C1-C6.
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Design Pattern C1
Using Golden Hook, a data story is started with the Establisher based on 
readers' personal data or knowledge. It can only be found at the beginning of 
the story and is used to help readers quickly understand the topic of a story. 

24

Here’s every total solar eclipse happening in your lifetime. Is this 
year your best chance? (Washington Post, 2017)
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Design Pattern C6
Touchstone helps reveal the major insight in the Peak of a data story by 
prompting readers to make a guess. Before showing the actual data, 
Touchstone asks readers to predict it based on their knowledge. 

25

You draw it: how family income predicts children’s college chances 
(The New York Times, 2015)
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User Study
After identifying the six design patterns of BTFW interaction, we conducted a 
user study to understand its benefits and concerns. The user study consists of 
three sessions: the reading session, the interview session, and the recall 
session.

26

Seven data stories about Covid-19 collected for C0-C6 and used as the stimuli in our user study. C0 is a non-interactive data story.
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Results and Analysis

Build a self-story connection.
“I felt that C4 is quite close to my daily life, as its 
narrative was organized around my address.” (P13) 

27

Augment user engagement.
“When I realized that the following narrative could lead 
me to understand my personalized visualization in-
depth, I felt very curious and was eager to read it.” (P7) 

Improve information recall.
“I thought I only read two stories” (P12) 

Information privacy concerns.
“It feels like being asked how old I am by strangers in 
real life and it’s offensive to me.” (P12)

The balance between interactivity and 
comprehensibility.
“I was hoping to learn the reason for the price change, 
however, the author ended the story without any 
explanation after I answered all the questions” (P2)

The learning curve of interaction.
“one story only shows the results of my input on the 
second half of the article. When interacting with it at 
the beginning, I thought I encountered a bug since it 
did not respond to my input in real-time.” (P19) 

Benefits Concerns
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2022.1.18
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why, how的⻆度思考

2022.1.25
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• 根据interaction直接作⽤的对
象进⾏分类：narration（结
构？）、data、visualization

2022.2.8
• 根据dikw, story arc分类

Implementation如何迭代？多⻆度思考，多多challenge⾃⼰



Presentation
Writing: 写作⽔平≠英⽂⽔平；科研论⽂写作重要的是把⼀件事讲清楚

• 给⼀个定义
• 进⼀步解释
• 举⼀个例⼦
• 谈谈好处

Lan, Xingyu, Xinyue Xu, and Nan Cao. "Understanding narrative linearity for telling expressive time-
oriented stories." Proceedings of the 2021 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems. 2021.
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Comments from VIS Reviewers

Idea + Implementation + Writing

Idea

Idea

⻓成记启示⼀：⼀个好的Idea是⾮常难得的，注重平时的积累与思考！



Supporting Expressive and Faithful Pictorial 
Visualization Design with Visual Style Transfer

Yang Shi Mengdi Sun Nan Cao

Intelligent Big Data Visualization Lab, Tongji University

Siji ChenPei Liu
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Pictorial Visualization
Pictorial visualization, as a visual representation of data, use icon-based 
language to visualize otherwise abstract data points or data facts.

36

Men Getting Married in Germany in  Year (Otto and Marie Neurath, 1936)Men Getting Married in Germany in  Year (Otto and Marie Neurath, 1936)
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Style Transfer

37

We leveraged style transfer to separate and recombine visual style and data 
content, enabling a more extensible approach to crafting pictorial visualizations.

Source

Results
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Vistylist
We introduce Vistylist, a design support tool that facilitates expressive and 
faithful pictorial visualization design.

38

The user interface of Vistylist contains: (A) Design Panel, (B) Data Panel, (C) Canvas, (D) Icon Panel, and (E) Suggestion Panel
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Idea
如何打磨？

Augmenting Pictograph Authoring 
with Visual Style Transfer

Supporting Expressive and Faithful 
Pictorial Visualization Design with 

Visual Style Transfer

Well-scoped, Significant, Important

Idea如何打磨？正确看待review，通过positive and negative comments凝练Idea的独特之处
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Design Requirements

46

DR3. Generation
Generating pictorial visualizations by retrieving icons 
semantically associated with data attributes and binding 
data with icons.

DR2. Extraction
Extracting elements that help characterize the visual 
style of a source pictorial visualization, including color, 
font, and icon, to support visual style transfer.

DR1. Design patterns
Suggesting alternative designs of pictorial visualizations 
based on various criteria, including similarity, aesthetics, 
and inspiration, to help design ideation.

DR4. Inspiration
Suggesting alternative designs of pictorial visualizations 
based on various criteria, including similarity, aesthetics, 
and inspiration, to help design ideation.
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DR1 - Design Patterns

47

We identified a set of common design patterns that capture the content 
presentation of pictorial visualizations to guide automatic generation.

https://idvxlab.com/vistylist/
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DR2 - Extraction
Vistylist extracts elements that help characterize the visual style of a source 
pictorial visualization, including color, font, and icon, to support style transfer.

48

title

text

text

text

icon

icon

icon

Source pictorial visualization Apply object detection [1] to detach elements Detached elements and their extracted features

[1] Lu, Min, et al. "Exploring visual information flows in infographics." SIGCHI2020
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DR3 - Generation
Vistylist generates pictorial visualizations by retrieving icons semantically 
associated with data attributes and binding data with icons.

49

Intended pictorial visualization

Retrieved icons of obesity
Dataset

Suggested data binding type

1

2

3

Extracted visual style
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DR4 - Inspiration
Vistylist suggests alternative designs of pictorial visualizations based on various 
criteria, including similarity, aesthetics, and inspiration, to help ideation.

50

Similarity Aesthetics Inspiration
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Evaluation

51

Survey User Study Expert Interview
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Evaluation - Survey
We conducted a survey with 80 participants to compare our results with the 
examples created by Retrieve-Then-Adapt (RTA) [1]. The participants rated the 
source-result pictorial visualizations generated by Vistylist and RTA.

52

Each pictorial visualization combines the content visualizing an input dataset with the style of a 
source pictorial visualization (bottom left).

[1] Qian, Chunyao, et al. "Retrieve-Then-Adapt: Example-based 
automatic generation for proportion-related infographics." TVCG 2020
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Evaluation - Survey
The results show that Vistylist performs significantly better than RTA in terms of 
consistency, expressiveness, flexibility, individuality, and inspiration. However, 
Vistylist shows a significantly lower consistency compared to RTA.

53
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Evaluation - User Study
We conducted a user study with 14 participants to evaluate the effectiveness 
of Vistylist. The participants were asked to use Vistylist to create visualization.

54

* For both (a) and (b), the left image shows the sources while the right image shows the result.
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Evaluation - Expert Interview

To further how Vistylist is used 
when creating infographics, we 
performed a series of interviews 
with two domain experts.

The experts were asked to create 
visualization with Vistylist and then 
use the results to create 
inforgraphics with graphics editors 
they prefer.

55

* (a) includes five pictorial visualizations generated by Vistylist while (b)
contains four pictorial visualizations generated by Vistylist.
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Implementation
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评估Reviewers给出的建议，不怕麻烦，切实解决存在的问题。
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Comments from VIS Reviewers

Idea + Implementation

Idea

Idea + Implementation

⻓成记启示⼆：在review中看到论⽂的闪光之处和不⾜之处，修改修改再修改！
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Thank You
Yang Shi

yangshi.idvx@tongji.edu.cn

Tongji University


